Neglected discharge of pus from the ear may give rise to mastoid abscess, thrombosis of the great lateral (venous) sinus within the skull and even abscess in the brain or cerebellum.
The cavity of the external ear (meatus) runs first inwards and a little forwards and upwards, and then inwards and. a little downwards, owing to an elevation in its floor. This is to be borne in mind in syringing the ear for removal of wa3 (cerumen) or foreign bodies.
Seven bones form one orbit, and 11 bones form the two orbits, owing to the contribution to the formation of each by the frontal, sphenoid and ethmoid bones. Near the nasal end of the supra-orbital ridge can be felt a notch through which passes one of the many cutaneous nerves which supply the scalp. Near to this spot, but a little further inwards, can be felt the little pulley through which the superior oblique muscle of the eye works m pulling the eye downwards and outwards.
The scalp is richly supplied with blood-vessels, and hockey, and other outdoor games. She is to be paid ?300 a year, which is a liberal salary as emoluments go, but it must be remembered that athletics in the winter in Durban, when the heat is intense, are much" harder work than they are in England, and therefore, naturally, the instructress is deserving of higher remuneration for the extra fatigue. Miss Brown will not find much difficulty, I fancy, in getting up enthusiasm amongst her pupils. The Natalians whom I know put many English girls to shame in the amount of hard work they get through. They seem to do a great deal in their homes?owing to the difficulty of getting dependable black servants?to sew and cook and dust all the morning, entertain friends to liinbh or dinner almost daily, play tennis all the afternoon, and dance all the evening. Girls who can do this all the year round, ought to prove good athletes. A few years back all the sales at the big shops began on July 1st or the first Monday in the month, and those who were anxious to be early in the field could only hope to " do " two, or at most three, shops the first day. Now the largest establishments arrange for their dates not to clash with each other, so that if one date is inconvenient, it is easy for purchasers to wait and go somewhere else on another day. Two at least of the leading houses begin their sales next week. This year more can be effected than usual by a hoarded little sum of money judiciously spent, because black and white and grey have been so universally worn that much coloured material of value has been thrown on the shopkeepers' hands, and this has been, and will be, sold at a low price. Nurses with clever fingers will do well to buy some odd lengths of ribbon and lace. writes: Will any nurse kindly help me in the (Hollowing matter 1 I have a patient who is suffering from chronic rheumatic gout, and the lowest vertebra of the spine is unusually prominent. This has always caused her some inconvenience when in health, but now that the surrounding ?tissue has become wasted through illness, and being unable to take any exercise, the pain is often very great, and sometimes it seems impossible to procure any rest for her, either lying down at night, or when sitting up in a large easy-chair by day. I always attend most carefully to the back both night and morning, rubbing it with spirit and applying boric powder, and there is no redness, and the skin appears perfectly healthy. Also I have consulted the doctor in attendance, but the lotion which he has prescribed only gives temporary relief, and the pain returns after a very short period of sitting. Of course I have tried an air ring, but this ?causes such aching and pain to the legs that it has had to be given up. I think all nurses will sympathise with me in being unable to relieve pain, and if anyone will give me some advice I shall be deeply grateful.
NURSING BY RELIGIOUS ORDERS.
" Fair Play " writes: As to the remarks made in the Nursing Mirror on the subject of the nursing in " religious" ?hospitals, both Catholic and Nonconformist, I wish to state that I hold a certificate and testimonials from a first-class provincial training school in England, a very secular one, I have [also had good experience as a nurse on the "other eide." But my own experience is that the time out of the ward that a sister (or medical mission woman) spends in devotion does not average more than the ordinary time the ward-sister spends in lawful recreation, in tea-parties, cycling excursions, half-days off, etc. One cannot fetch a ward-sister back from her " evening out" if she has started, but sisters can always -be fetched out of chapel. Also, the latter are often on duty earlier and. later than seculars?and in the-English Church (and I believe among dissenters) are nearly always well-qualified women of .the best stamp. Surely it is a matter for private decision how they spend their " off-duty." I write with many apologies, only because those who have the best right to -.speak will probably be silent on their own behalf. 
